**movies...**

'Juliet' is bizarre but captivating

By Kyle Nixon

Most movies are in color as an advertisement. The color adds 'spectacle' for Hollywood movies. But for Federico Fellini's first color movie, the facts, the whites, the blacks play an integral part of the movie. Remembering '8½,' the audience again sees the character costumes wearing pure white against the somber reds ranging from red to sinister black.

'Juliet of the Spirits,' though, has far more to offer than brilliant and brilliantly used colors. Fellini's wife, Giulietta Masina, plays the role of a housewife afraid of losing her husband. The plot begins, and Giulietta's husband, a wealthy businessman, has fallen in love with a younger and more beautiful woman. It is Giulietta's visions and dreams brought on by her fears of losing her husband that give real meaning to the movie.

Bizarre Images

A bizarre floating on water to watch the show. Suddenly on the side is lowered revealing its contents. Ugly and sinister people in rags and bizarre costumes seem out. Human flesh and animals crowd together. Giulietta's visions reflect the dead barge she loves to sit on. A world surrounded by lies and insincerity. Giulietta's spirits exist both in her mind and her real life. Her friends are phony and live only for pleasure on the flesh.

A recurrent theme of Fellini's appears in 'Juliet of the Spirits,' the liechness and repression is stilled by the Church. Giulietta cannot be released from her evil brimbals to the observer's hairs as it is in the church.

Captivating movie

Fellini's representation of an imaginary woman is a masterpiece. The photography makes full use of the medium. The visual images of 'Juliet of the Spirits' imagination is so strong that the viewer must make the effort to understand the images to understand Fellini's movie. A full understanding of 'Juliet of the Spirits' imagination is so strong that it is quite a disturbing film. The spirit of the movie is well represented in Fellini's movies. Fellini's 'Juliet of the Spirits' imagination is so strong that it is quite a disturbing film.

**Talking Rock**

By Don Davis

Rock 'n' Roll continued growing slowly in 1956 with Bill Haley and the Comets the top group, and the first white group to achieve international success, and 'Blackboard Jungle,' a popular movie about New York high school with a plot line is rather commonplace. Haley, Adults did not especially care to have their children come to parties around the neighborhood to listen to this tested music form but had nobody to take the lead. "Teenagers with 'Love Letters in the Sand.'" Parents rejoiced when teenagers began to take up guitar as opposed to the saxophone. Haley's contribution was to make more use of the amplifiers. "Television" was discovered by America's youngsters. Nothing to stay still in the public schools was discovered by America's youngsters. Nothing to stay still in the public schools was discovered by America's youngsters. Nothing to stay still in the public schools was discovered by America's youngsters. Nothing to stay still in the public schools was discovered by America's youngsters. Nothing to stay still in the public schools was discovered by America's youngsters. Nothing to stay still in the public schools was discovered by America's youngsters.
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